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“Okay, then you come with me.” Qin Qingfeng finished speaking and turned around and
entered the room. After a short while, he wore a crane pattern white coat and walked out
slowly.

George Han was at his request. Supporting him, he walked out of the village, all the way,
towards a mountain far away.

When he reached the middle of the mountain, Qin Qingfeng took out a waist card from
his arms, and after volleying some gestures, a door to the void slowly opened. Entering
through the door, you came to a completely different dream world.

Green hills and green waters, white birds roam. Several red fishes swam slowly in the
air. In the most central part, there was an air hall. Four or six verdant peaks were like
fingers, hugging tightly, looking far away. It’s like a fairyland.

From the entrance, the two slowly stepped up the floating stairs.

As soon as I arrived at the gate of the main hall, there was a shout.

“Oh, come and take a look, what kind of wind is this blowing today, it has blown our
Seventh Uncle.”

When the six disciples who guarded the gate saw Qin Qingfeng, they couldn’t help
laughing loudly.

George Han was a little annoyed, his master was almost like himself on earth, and it
seemed that any individual could humiliate him.

Qin Qingfeng ignored them, so he must move forward.

“Uncle Seven, where are you going? The head has an order, you can’t enter the main
hall without authorization.” The leading disciple stopped Qin Qingfeng, his face was full
of disdain.

“I have something to do with the head brother, can you tell me?” Qin Qingfeng said as
politely as possible.

The leading disciple drew out his ears, glanced at Qin Qingfeng again, and sneered:
“Uncle Seven, it seems that you are not only useless, but also deaf. Isn’t it clear what I
said? You can’t go in! Understand! Already? Get out if you understand, don’t get in the
way here.”



Qin Qingfeng wanted to say something, but couldn’t help the disciple’s impatience, so
he pushed Qin Qingfeng away with a palm: “Enough, old stuff, give you face and call
you Uncle Seven, not give you face. You are an old dog, don’t be shameless.”

Qin Qingfeng was not angry, but smiled humbly: “Senior nephew. That’s it. I just
accepted an apprentice. According to the regulations. I need to report to the head, and
then conduct the entrance test.”

Upon hearing this, several disciples suddenly smiled, and they fixed their eyes on
George Han almost simultaneously.

“I’ll take it. Seventh Master Uncle has accepted an apprentice. It’s really an anecdote in
the world. Go and inform the head.” The head disciple shouldn’t laugh too much.

“I don’t know if this guy has a brain problem, why not choose, choose an old waste to be
the master.”

“Haha. Everyone has their own ambitions. Maybe they want to learn how to become a
waste.”

“I don’t think this kid seems to be a talented person. It should also be a waste, so waste
is used as waste.”

After a while, the disciple of Tong Chuan came back, suppressing a smile, and said to
Qin Qingfeng: “Uncle Seven, the head of his old man agreed. Let you take your
apprentice to the training ground, and he will be there waiting for you. .”

Qin Qingfeng nodded gratefully, and led George Han towards the training ground.

The exercise field is located directly in front of the main hall. It is the size of four football
fields, surrounded by four separate sculptures of animals, which are lifelike and stand
side by side with majesty.

When the two arrived, a large number of people flocked to the sky around the six peaks.
Came here in a hurry.

In less than a moment, all the six peaks disciples landed at the entrance of the main hall
one by one, slowly coming towards the training ground.

Everyone’s face was filled with countless ridicule. After hearing the news, they all
rushed to watch the excitement.

The waste collection apprentice, this is the No. 1 big news of Nothing. Many people
want to come over and see with their own eyes, which waste is more waste, will find
such a waste to come to apprentice.

When a group of disciples arrived at the training ground and saw Qin Qingfeng’s side,
some shook their heads and sighed, and some laughed.



“Hey, it’s a pity, such a handsome young man has something wrong with his mind, so he
asked Qin Qingfeng to apprentice.” Some female disciples felt sorry for George Han at
this time.

“Hehe. This kind of insignificant thing is not smart enough. If you don’t believe it, call him
over and try. I can blow his head with one punch.” Next to the female disciple, a male
disciple disdainfully Said.

Just when there was a lot of discussion in the crowd, at this time. The outermost
disciples began to have a commotion.

“Look, Senior Brother Lu Yunfeng from the first peak is here, my goodness, that’s the
light of the first peak.”

“What the light of the first peak, Ye Gucheng is!”

“Ye Gucheng is a fart. According to me, Senior Sister Qin Shuang from Sifeng is the
strongest existence.”

“I agree with this point. Senior Sister Qin Shuang is not only the most beautiful fairy of
our Void Sect, but also the leader of the younger generation.”

As soon as the voice fell, two men and one woman also walked slowly at this time. The
two men were handsome and the other woman was as beautiful as a fairy. Although she
was dressed in white clothes, her skin was watery and her facial features were
exquisite.

She almost possesses the beauty of the allure and the face of annihilation. She is the
best stunner in the eyes of everyone, but she is as cold as the name, and it is difficult to
approach.

Her name is Qin Shuang!
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As soon as Qin Shuang arrived, a group of disciples suddenly fell into a nymphomaniac,
and stunned they took the initiative to give way.

Behind Qin Shuang are Ye Gucheng, who George Han has seen before, and Lu
Yunfeng, the senior brother of Shoufeng.

Seeing Qin Qingfeng standing in the field, Qin Shuang’s eyes were full of disgust and a
grit of hatred, and then. She glanced at George Han gently.

“Hehe, Uncle Seven, you are really strong and strong. When I visited you earlier, I said
that I was a checkmate. Are you accepting apprentices so soon?” Ye Gucheng laughed.



Ye Gucheng didn’t panic at all when he heard that the previous master had accepted his
apprentice. After seeing George Han’s cultivation base, he didn’t panic even more. This
is simply a perfect combination of waste and waste.

Qin Qingfeng snorted coldly between his nose, too lazy to talk to such a person.

Lu Yunfeng smiled: “Uncle Seven, in view of the situation of Qifeng, I know that you are
eager to accept apprentices, but you don’t have to be too impatient. You can also bring
crooked melons to the sect.”

After arriving, Lu Yunfeng gave George Han a good look.

Although it is impossible to find out the specific cultivation level of George Han, it is
obvious that the energy fluctuation of this product is almost weak, and even if it is a
genius, it will become an idiot sooner or later.

Lu Yunfeng’s words immediately caused a roar of laughter at the scene.

George Han just wanted to speak out, at this moment, he suddenly felt a few powerful
forces coming slowly, raised his eyes and looked up, on the stage, there was a
white-haired old man in a gossip gray robe. Leading the seven elders into the house
slowly.

The leader is Master San Yong, the head of the Void School.

Although he is nearly a thousand years old, he still maintains the appearance of about
sixty years old, and he walks more vigorously, quite a little arrogant.

Behind him are the elders of the Ordination Academy and the elders of the Six Peaks.

“Brother head.” Seeing Sanyong, Qin Qingfeng bowed his head respectfully.

Sanyong nodded and glanced at Qin Qingfeng: “Qingfeng, is this the apprentice you
want to accept?”

“Yes, senior brother.” Qin Qingfeng clenched his teeth and insisted. Although he was
also unconfident, since George Han was willing to worship, he would endure.

“The talent is mediocre, do this kind of people also want to enter my nihility sect?” Next
to Master Sanyong, the elder Wu Yan snorted coldly.

“Lao Qi. I’m afraid you are going crazy if you accept the apprentice.”

“Haha, Old Seven, although we all know that you are a trash right now. But you don’t
have to accept apprentices in order to save face. You want to rely on apprentices to turn
you over, right? Just this apprentice. You are not ashamed, we still pay What a shame.”



“You don’t look at what virtue you are. If it weren’t for the senior brother’s old feelings
and use the sect to support you, you would have died outside, and you still don’t know
whether you want to accept an apprentice, depending on you. Is it worth it?”

“Yes, I also firmly oppose it. Qin Qingfeng Qifeng has already withdrawn from our
nihilism in accordance with the rules of the nihilism, and his apprentices. We don’t
recognize the nihilism.”

“That’s right, the Void Sect now has only six peaks, not seven peaks.”

As soon as Wu Yan’s words fell, a group of elders sneered.

Among the elders, Xiang Ning, the elder of the Four Peaks, didn’t talk, but kept staring at
Qin Qingfeng.

Although Qin Qingfeng ranked seventh. He is the youngest of the seven elders, but
because of the loss of his cultivation, he seems to be at least a few dozen years older
than those.

“No need to say more. Qingfeng is the elder of Nothingness School, so according to the
rules of Nothingness School, as long as the people he wants to accept pass the
Nothingness Test, you can get started!” Master Sanyong waved his hand and signaled
that there were not too many elders behind him. Words.

Then, he glanced at Elder Wu Yan of the ordination courtyard.

“Okay. According to the rules of our sect, all beginners must use their own power. Attack
the four stone statues on the four sides of the hall, and all the four statues will move, and
you can become a beginner disciple of this school!”

Following the announcement from the elder of the Ordination Court, immediately
afterwards, there was a roar in the hall, and the four stone statues that had been on the
four sides of the hall suddenly flew over and landed steadily around George Han,
shutting him tightly in the middle.

Each stone statue weighs a thousand tons, and if you want four to move at the same
time, the strength must be at least about ten thousand tons.

George Han gently lifted the energy in his body, lifted his qi, and was about to push the
stone statue. Suddenly, he clearly felt that the entire stone statue had suddenly
increased a lot of strength, and he glanced lightly. The elder of the ordination college
who carried him could not help showing a smirk.

Obviously, he secretly exerted force, increasing the difficulty of George Han.

George Han smiled disdainfully. With the red-eyed jade python in the left hand and the
Linlong in the right hand, the two beasts helped, George Han’s strength immediately
increased, and the four stone statues moved faintly at this time.



The elder of the Academy couldn’t help but smile, gritted his teeth and fixed his eyes.
George Han immediately felt the power of Wanshan pressed on his body, his throat was
hot, and he almost spewed a mouthful of blood.

Seeing George Han pushing for a long time, the four stone statues were completely
motionless, and there was a burst of laughter in the crowd.

“Hahaha, did you see it, it turned out to be a waste, no wonder Qin Qingfeng was
chosen as the master, too, this kind of waste can be collected by someone, it is already
very desirable.”

“I can’t even push the four stone statues. It’s better to go home and farm.”

Qin Qingfeng looked at George Han, who was already sweating profusely in the stone
formation, and was very anxious and at a loss for a while.

Qin Shuang gave Qin Qingfeng a blank glance, just about to turn around and leave.

At this moment, there was a loud noise in the array!

“The four stone statues are broken!”
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As someone screamed at the sky, everyone heard the sound. In the middle of the
training ground, the dust was flying, and the fragments of the four stone statues
exploded all over the floor. George Han’s face was sweaty and his whole body was
almost completely collapsed. status.

“This…” All the disciples were speechless.

The eyes of the six elders on the stage shrank even more.

“In the four hundred years of the Void Sect, no one has broken a stone statue, this…”

“This kid looks unremarkable. How can there be this power?”

Although the four stone statues are stone, they have been specially manufactured by
the nihilism. They are extremely strong and heavy. It often requires a lot of effort to push
them, and it is even more difficult to destroy them.

Qin Qingfeng was overjoyed on his face, and was overjoyed by George Han’s operation
for a while.

Yes, most of the disciples of Wu Wuzong can do the smashing of stone statues, but the
problem is that this is used to evaluate newcomers, so this makes Qin Qingfeng very
confident.



But just when he was too happy, at this time. Elder Wu Yan of the ordination courtyard
smiled coldly: “I declare that this son cannot enter the Void Sect.”

Qin Qingfeng frowned immediately, and said in dissatisfaction, “Why.”

Elder Wu Yan smiled disdainfully: “You still have the face to ask why? Where can I take
a stupid man and let him push the stone statue, not let him hit the stone statue.”

Qin Qingfeng was stunned, and in accordance with the rules of Wu Wuzong, he did not
pay any attention to breaking things, because Wu Wuzong did not think that newcomers
could have the ability to break stone statues.

“Head, although Han…what is your name?” Qin Qingfeng was stunned.

“Three thousand!” George Han whispered.

“Although George Han broke the stone statue. But the head, this also shows that he has
extraordinary power and great potential.” Qin Qingfeng pleaded with the head.

The head was about to speak, but at this time Elder Wu Yan smiled coldly: “Head, the
four stone statues have not been maintained this year, so they broke.”

This statement was all relieved by the shocked disciples.

“After a long time, it turned out that this year’s four stone statues forgot to maintain, so
the accident happened. I thought that guy was very good.”

“Awesome, what a shit, didn’t you see the brother-in-law said that he was a stupid man,
let him push the stone statue, but he went to hit the stone statue.”

Every year, the four stone statues need to be specially infused with energy from the
nihilism. The stone statue depends on the material of ordinary stone to reach thousands
of tons. Otherwise, it will only transform into its original form and become an ordinary
stone that cannot be ordinary.

On stage. The six elders were also happy.

“Brother Jieyuan, this is your fault. If you don’t maintain the stone statue properly, the
stone statue becomes an ordinary stone. Qin Qingfeng thought that he had accepted a
talented apprentice.”

“Haha, this is to give Qin Qingfeng a little hope, and then he stomped it fiercely.”

“That’s also what he didn’t know, he really thought he could turn over by collecting
waste.

“I have long seen that the kid is nothing extraordinary, but it’s just a farmer’s feed. It’s
just that some people can’t receive apprentices, so I simply came to make up for it.”



Seeing the group of six elders ridicule, Wu Yan looked at the head carefully at this time,
and said softly: “Brother head, everyone thinks this matter cannot be passed, you
see…”

The head nodded: “Okay, then according to what you said, this child cannot enter the
Void Sect!”

“But…the head brother…”

“Qin Qingfeng, don’t talk nonsense, the head has already made a decision, you should
stop talking more.” Wu Yan directly interrupted Qin Qingfeng’s words sharply.

“Okay, let’s all go away.” The headmaster finished speaking and turned and left.

Wu Yan glanced at Qin Qingfeng coldly. Follow the head.

The six elders on the stage did not leave. Instead, they walked towards Qin Qingfeng.
Seeing that there was still a play to be done, the disciples chose to stay where they
were.

“Today is really interesting. A waste still wants to enter my nihilism, but by coincidence,
there is a waste that needs an apprentice again, and the two have made a pile.” Elder
Wufeng said first.

“Old Qi, this man is old. If it’s abandoned, you have to think about how to make a coffin
for yourself. What if you come out to toss after nothing else.” Lu Yongjin sneered.

“Looking at you, it seems that you are very dissatisfied with the results just now.” Elder
Erfeng said with disdain.

“What’s unsatisfactory.” Elder Sanfeng squeezed George Han’s face with one hand, as
if pinching mud: “That’s the qualifications? I don’t have the same qualifications, so I can
raise immortal stones as a farmer. I think he is too much. thin.”

George Han’s face was so painful that he knocked his hand off angrily, staring at the fat
man in dissatisfaction.

“Oh, the guy is quite bloody.” Elder Sanfeng smiled without anger, and stretched out his
fat hand again, violently jamming George Han’s neck and slamming forward.

George Han felt that a mountain was pushing him directly, and he was unable to resist,
and he staggered and fell to the ground. Here comes a dog chewing mud.

All the disciples suddenly burst into laughter.

Qin Shuang looked away, looked at George Han on the ground, then looked at Qin
Qingfeng, and said in a cold voice, “I know you will be ashamed of coming out again and
again!”



“Stand up.” Elder Sanfeng laughed at George Han coldly.

George Han was very angry, but at this time. Can only choose to endure silently.

Sometimes, in the face of absolute gaps, rigidity is brainless, because you will ruin all
opportunities.

“Brother San, he is just a child, why are you doing this?” Qin Qingfeng said weakly.

“Old Qi, Senior Brother San is also here to help you, how can you say that to him, he is
allowing you to see the reality clearly, understand?” Elder Liufeng said.

George Han just stood up from the ground at this time. The six elders didn’t smile, but
gently waved their hands.

A huge force overturned him several meters in an instant, and finally hit the ground
heavily.

A mouthful of blood spurted from his throat, but enduring did not mean yielding, George
Han gritted his teeth. Suffering from the severe pain in his body, he stood up again.

“The Sixth Junior Brother is right. Although you are a trash now, everyone is a trash
brother after all. You can’t tell the trash. We can help you.” The fifth elder smiled and
waved his hand again.

“boom!”

George Han, who just stood up, was blown over several meters by Juli again, and finally
hit the floor tiles heavily.

A group of disciples covered their mouths and laughed at this time, it was obvious.
George Han is now the toy used by the elders to open up Qin Qingfeng.

“The old five said it!”

boom! !

“I also agree with what the third child said.”

…

Five times in a row, the six elders, except for the four elders, who hadn’t done anything,
all came once, and George Han came from above the central hall. He was slapped all
the way back to the entrance of the void, and his body was already mottled with blood
and dust.

Above the hall, a group of disciples laughed, and several elders were also satisfied.



Qin Qingfeng gritted his teeth fiercely. It was obvious that when several seniors cleaned
up George Han, they were actually slapping themselves in the face, but it was not ugly
for them to do it.

But this is a bitter George Han!

“Six brothers, I’m sorry, it’s my clumsy eyes. I took a waste. Thank you.” Qin Qingfeng
suppressed his anger, turned around, and quickly walked towards George Han.

The fourth elder Lin Mengxi quietly looked at Qin Qingfeng’s back, a trace of pity flashed
in his eyes, but was eventually replaced by anger. Shook his head.

George Han woke up again, it was already a day later. There were multiple fractures
throughout his body, and his internal organs had shifted many times, if it weren’t for the
Pangu axe and the skeleton body guard. George Han believed that he would definitely
not survive last night.

Those five old things almost incurred his own death. If he were replaced by someone
else, he would be paralyzed for life without death.

This made George Han more clear. In the world of all directions, there are indeed many
strong people, and if you make a mistake, it will be forever.

“you’re awake?”

Seeing George Han wake up, Qin Qingfeng stood up nervously after watching the night.

To George Han, he felt so guilty that he had confiscated someone as an apprentice, but
he almost let others die because of himself. Fortunately, he woke up. Otherwise, Qin
Qingfeng would really be speechless to see him in the Hell of Purgatory after his death.

George Han was about to talk, but at this moment, he suddenly smelled a strange
fragrance in the air. This scent was charming and charming, but on the earth, George
Han was also very knowledgeable, but he had never seen it before. A perfume has this
smell.

Simple, with a hint of milky fragrance, it smells very fascinating and even desires.

But when you see someone coming, this desire freezes instantly.

At the door, Qin Shuang was dressed in white, gorgeous, and staring at the two with a
stunning face.

Chapter 1658

“Shuanger…”



Qin Qingfeng couldn’t help being very excited when he saw Qin Shuang.

Qin Shuang didn’t speak, and with a light hand, two small green bottles were thrown on
the ground. George Han saw this thing yesterday and heard it was called a green jade
energy bottle.

George Han also glanced at the hand that Qin Shuang showed when he threw the bottle
just now. Slender and thin, as warm as jade.

To be honest, Qin Shuang should be the most beautiful girl George Han has ever seen
since he traveled the earth and Xuanyuan world.

Even Amelia Su, compared with her, is a lot worse.

“Drink it.”

Qin Shuang spoke very little, but his voice was nice. It’s cold and hard to approach.

Qin Qingfeng nodded, quickly bent over to pick it up, then opened a bottle and fed it to
George Han.

As soon as he entered his mouth, George Han felt a very warm feeling in his body. This
warmth descended all the way from his mouth to the seven meridians and eight
meridians. Finally gathered in the Dantian, and then slowly disappeared, and George
Han also felt that his body was much better at this time.

The previously injured area is basically healed at a speed visible to the naked eye. Even
the opposite Qin Qingfeng, after feeding himself, he drank another bottle. After only a
few seconds, Qin Qingfeng disappeared from the old rickety appearance. On the
contrary, some of the feelings of the earth janitor, at least ten years younger.

“Shuang’er. Thank you.” Qin Qingfeng smiled gratefully.

From start to finish, Qin Shuang stared at Qin Qingfeng as if staring at a dead person.
There was no trace of emotion in those charming and clear eyes.

“It doesn’t have to be so affectionate, I came because of my master.” Qin Shuang said
coldly.

“Meng Xi?”

Qin Shuang said nothing.

Qin Qingfeng put a cold buttocks on his hot face and nodded awkwardly. “Thank her for
me.”

“Your thanks will only make us sick.”



George Han was a little dazed, he was clearly here to help them, but in the end, how did
he feel that they were a little bit of an enemy meeting?

“Your name is George Han?” Qin Shuang fixed his eyes on George Han for the first
time.

If George Han’s eyes were murderously cold when he was furious, then Qin Shuang’s
eyes were like Arctic ice covering his body. Frozen bones are thousands of feet.

“Get up and follow me.” Qin Shuang said coldly.

George Han was taken aback, but Qin Qingfeng hurriedly pushed George Han up.
What’s happening here?

“Why should I follow you?” George Han wondered.

Qin Shuang turned to face the door, took a step, stopped and said coldly: “From today.
You are officially a slave to the vegetable garden of Sifeng.”

“The vegetable garden slave?” George Han was shocked, what the hell is this?

When did Lao Tzu agree to be your vegetable garden slave? Although George Han
didn’t know exactly what this was for, just hearing this name knew it was not a good
thing.

“Shuang’er, George came to apprentice, how can he be a slave in the vegetable
garden.”

Qin Shuang turned his head coldly, Frosty Thousand Miles!

“If you don’t, I won’t be a slave.”

“Took the money for the sale. Don’t you keep your promise?” Qin Shuang said, slowly
withdrawing his long sword.

Jian Leng Manghan, George Han who looked at him was a little hairy!

“When did I take the money for the sale?” George Han asked.

“Just now. The green jade energy bottle you two drank was just for selling money!
Otherwise, should you drink both of you as waste?” Qin Shuang said coldly.

George Han thought that Qin Shuang was the kind of cold-hearted person, but he was
wrong. She was a helper, she was obviously cheating, and she didn’t even blink her
eyes.



George Han was about to argue. At this time, Linlong spoke in his head: “Three
thousand, go. Although the Void Sect is not a big sect, the aura in the void is extremely
strong. Staying in it is very helpful for your skill increase.”

“Besides. If there is nothing wrong with this green jade energy bottle, it is fine.”

Think about it, this does make sense. The green jade energy bottle is really interesting,
just one bottle, and George Han’s injuries have recovered a lot.

What’s more, with soft hands, short mouths, and being a slave to the vegetable garden,
you can at least have a place to stay. George Han nodded and agreed.

“What about him?” George Han said.

“He?” Qin Shuang glanced at it, “Buying you as a slave, the bottle is for him.”

George Han stared, just about to speak, at this time. With a wave of Qin Shuang’s hand,
a white silk fell from the sky and bundled Han three thousand one. Qin Shuang flew
directly to the entrance of the void.

Back to Void Sect again, flying in the air under Qin Shuang’s bondage, how do you look
at this place. How beautiful.

Qin Shuang belongs to the Four Peaks, Qingluan Peak.

The peak is five thousand high, and green grass is growing.

The Peak Hall is located on the top of the mountainside. There is a main hall, and there
is a seemingly huge but very simple vegetable garden on both sides of the hall.

In the Octagonal world, although there is no longer a need for the things of the belly,
people have the five senses, and there are five greeds. Even if there is a cultivation
base, people will always have the appetite.

Caiyuan’s task is to grow all kinds of vegetables and fruits that the whole peak needs
daily, but these vegetables and fruits, each braving golden light, are full of energy.

Hearing the movement, a middle-aged man who was as fat as a pig ran out of the
thatched house in the distance. Seeing Qin Shuang, his pig’s eyes suddenly glowed.
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